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Read and write NFC tags using NFC Tools for Android. NFC tags must be written and read. With NFC tools, you can do both correctly in your Android device. With this app, you can display information in the NFC tag as follows: its manufacturer, tag type, available technology, serial number, tag size, read only configuration and more.
Copying and erasing in the NFC tag is also possible with this app. Feel free to write on NFC with this app. Everything you need for your NFC tag needs with NFC Tools for Android.Check out Tom's Guide for more Android information and Android Games.Also check out forums for Android. Photo: David MurphyMani of us is itching to install
Android 11 Beta 1-public beta of the next Android operating system, which is probably much more stable and contains fewer bugs than the Android 11 developer preview. While a few lucky Android users got their hands on it, the rest of us are stuck with Android 11 Developer Preview 4 right now. It's not scary though! If you want to live on
the very edge of Android and try all kinds of new features before everyone else, risking a bit of stability in the process, of course you can play with Android 11 right now. While I would generally urge you to wait for the public release of Android 11 Beta 1, I'm not going to stop you from trying out the beta right now. In fact, I'm going to install
it myself on my (non-primary) Android smartphone; it's a Lifehacker, after all. Oh, and I'll show you how to do it. Which Devices Can Run Android 11 Developer Preview? Sorry, Samsung fans. Right now, only Google Pixel 4/4 XL, Pixel 3a/3a XL, Pixel 3/3 XL, and Pixel 2/2 XL smartphones get to play with Android 11 developer preview.
But, hey, you're getting Bixby! If you listen carefully, you can almost hear the sounds of jealousy coming from pixel owners in your area. How do I start installing Android 11 Developer Preview? Fortunately, Google has made flashing your pixel with a new beta build incredibly easy. First, you need to install Chrome or Edge Chromium if you
don't already use any of the browsers. Then you want to click on the following link for your particular device that will launch Google based on the Android Flash Tool browser:Pixel 2Pixel 2 XLPixel 3Pixel 3 XLPixel 3aPixel 3aPixel 3a XLPixel 4Pixel 4Pixel 4 XLIf you are on Windows, you may have to take another step before you can start:
installing these USB drivers (or these). If you don't see your Android listed in the Windows Device Manager when you install drivers, make sure you set up USB mode to transfer files through the settings of the connected devices in USB. Then you need to that you've created developer mode on pixel (through the settings of the phone,
scroll to the bottom, and start clicking Build The Number You'll also want to incorporate USB debugging into the developer's new options (Settings of the System's Advanced Options Developer). Finally, make sure you turn the OEM unlock into the same screen. Once you've done that, clicking Add a new device to Android Flash Tool
should allow you to start the process of flashing your Android with a beta OS. Screenshot: David MurphyOnce your device was located, you will only need to click on it to start the upgrade process: Screenshot: David MurphyBefore you will click on this button though, you can click on the pencil icon to the right of your device want to start
from scratch with the beta OS. You should also enable the ability to lock the loader when you're done. And finally, I recommend disabling any adblockers in your browser, or a white Google Android Flash Tool list before you start, otherwise you may encounter a curious network bug. While the installation is going on, don't touch your
Android unless you're asked to do something. Go get lunch or something so you're not tempted to mess around with the device while process chugs along. You will be asked to unlock your Android downloader on the smartphone itself, and that's about as much as you need to do while the update is loaded and installed. Remember not to
touch the device. The temptation as you might to do is if it looks like it does nothing, don't touch the device. Android Flash Tool will let you know when you need to do something like block the downloader. Be patient! Smartphones, at their core, are tools. Because of this, many developers have created tons of tools for them that work very
well. In fact, the genre is very diverse. There are tons of Android tools and utility apps out there. You can do a whole bunch of things with Android. It's actually a pretty tough topic for a better list of apps. We'll give it a chance, though. Here's a list of the best Android tools and utility apps to help you do more things. Find my
googleGasBuddyGlassWireGoogle AssistantIFTLastPassMXplorer SilverProtonVPNSolid ExplorerWifi AnalyzerPrice: FreeFind My device is probably one of the most valuable Android tools, and it's completely free. This app allows you to ping the location of your device in case it is lost or stolen. It's compatible with phones, tablets and
even Wear OS smartwatches. You can also block the device, erase it and show the message on the device to allow you to find it. It's a free service from Google, and that makes it so good. Those who want something a little more powerful should check out Cerberus. It does a lot of the same stuff, but also has more features if you don't
mind paying for them. GasBuddyPrice: FreeGasBuddy is which will help you find gas. on long road trips. In addition, you can use it in the city to find the cheapest gas in your area. On top of this, the app lets you report gas prices at stations nearby, so you can help fellow drivers. It only works in the US, Canada and Australia at the
moment. The lack of support for other countries is one of the few drawbacks. This one can really save real money and we like that much. However, the app can collect some user data and sell it. If you're not a fan of this, you can avoid this app. GlassWirePrice: Free /Up $9.99GlassWire is an excellent utility app for many reasons. It shows
when apps use data. It's good for a lot of things. First, those on tiered data plans can see exactly where their data went. It's also useful for security reasons because you can see when apps send data back to their home servers. You also get customizable data alerts, real-time graphs showing data usage, and other customization features.
It is ideal for those with tiered data plans as well as security conscious. The premium version is also dirt cheap at $0.99.Google Assistant/Google Search/Google FeedPrice: FreeThe official Google app is one of the most powerful tools on a mobile phone. He can do almost anything. You can ask Google Assistant about the weather or
control the smart lighting settings. Google Feed provides a tape of relevant information only for your (although it takes time to set up). We all already know the benefits of Google search. Google has been good enough to incorporate all that functionality into one app, and that really makes it hard not to recommend it to everyone. It's a great
app. IFTTT and TaskerPrice: FreeIFTTT is another great Android tool. This app allows you to create connections between other apps. For example, you can upload a photo to Dropbox after sharing it on Instagram. It just scratches the surface of everything it can do. There are tons of apps that have IFTTT integration built in, and you can
even use to do things like control your smart lights. There are thousands of recipes out there and you can find them by Google search if you want to see them. Also don't forget about the upcoming Microsoft Flow and other similar utilities. Tasker is another great option in this space. It's a little harder to use, but it's also more powerful.
LastPass Password Manager and AuthenticatorPrice: Free/$12 a yearLastPass is one of the best password management apps. This is keep passwords. The app fills in passwords for you. You can sync passwords between platforms for use on PCs, mobile devices, tablets, and other devices. The app works with Google Chrome and
Opera browsers. It is also relatively inexpensive to get professional features. LastPass Authenticator adds another layer to layer For super security conscious. They are both excellent Android tools. MiXplorer SilverPrice: $4.49MiXplorer Silver is one of the most powerful file browsers on a mobile phone. The basic app costs $4.49 and
comes with root access, various file browsing tools, support for the most popular archive files, FTP server support, support for most cloud storage applications, and more. However, there are a number of additional plugins you can add for even more functionality. These include a codec package for most video and audio files, a PDF plugin
reader, a plug-in with even more archival file support, and even one specifically to support SMB. The cost is a bit high for the research files, but you probably don't need anything other than that for a while. ProtonVPNPrice: Free/$4-$24 per monthProtonVPN is one of the most attractive VPN apps on Android. It has a completely free,
unlimited VPN option, and it makes it very easy to incorporate into your daily life without much hassle. The app includes a strict non-registration policy as well as encryption for your security. Those who pay a $4 per month level get higher speeds and support for the two devices. The number of functions and devices from there and go up.
There are many good VPNs. However, it is one of the few with its level of security and then a completely free option. We would recommend this all day. Solid ExplorerPrice: Free/$1.99Solid Explorer is probably the best file manager on Android right now. It supports basic things, including archiving and un-archiving files, checking folders of
storage, moving things around, and more. It also has more advanced features such as cloud storage support, support for different types of web servers (think FTP and others), and root user support. There are other file managers out there, but Solid Explorer looks and works perfectly. It hits that sweet spot between functional and look
good. Wi-Fi AnalyzerPrice: FreeWiFi Analyzer helps analyze your WiFi signal as well as other signals around you. For most, it's not too useful information, but you can use the information gleaned here to optimize your router, get out of clogged WiFi channels, and maybe even help improve overall WiFi performance. It uses simple, easy-
to-read graphics that almost everyone can understand along with signal measurement function and support for both 2.4Ghz and 5Ghz. If we missed any of the best Android tools or utility apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app Game lists! Lists! Lists!
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